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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure relates to a measure-
ment task processing technology, and particularly to a
method and a system for processing a measurement task
in a carrier aggregation system.

BACKGROUND

[0002] A Radio Resource Control (RRC) layer of a
Long Term Evolution (LTE) system is mainly responsible
for broadcast, paging, radio resource control, connection
and management, radio carrier control, mobility manage-
ment and terminal measurement report and control.
When a RRC is carrying out the radio resource control,
connection and management, a downlink RRC message
sent by an eNB to a User Equipment (UE) is sent to the
UE on a scheduled Physical Downlink Shared Channel
(PDSCH) resource, after downlink PDSCH resource is
dynamically scheduled through a PDSCH. In order to re-
duce the overhead of the PDSCH resource of the down-
link RRC message, in the LTE system, the downlink RRC
message is sent by means of delta signaling configura-
tion, that is, after receiving the RRC message, on the
basis of original configuration information, the UE adds,
deletes or modifies part of the configuration according to
the delta signaling to acquire a complete new configura-
tion, and most of the unmodified configuration informa-
tion can be sent without using an air interface, thus saving
the air interface resource.
[0003] Fig. 1 is a flowchart showing a handover in an
LTE system. As shown in Fig. 1, in the LTE system, after
making a handover decision to carry out the handover,
a source base station sends a handover request com-
mand to a target base station, through an X2 interface
between the base stations or an S1 interface between
the base stations and an Mobility Management Entity
(MME), wherein context information of the UE in the
source base station is carried in the command; after re-
ceiving the handover request command, the target base
station sends the configuration information for the UE to
the source base station through a handover request re-
sponse command; after receiving the handover request
response command, the source base station sends the
configuration information for the UE from the target base
station to the UE through a handover command; and after
receiving the handover command, the UE accesses the
target base station according to the configuration infor-
mation in the command and sends a handover comple-
tion command to the target base station after accessing
the target base station successfully. Fig. 2 is a flowchart
showing a RRC reconstruction in an LTE system, as
shown in Fig. 2, when determining to carry out the RRC
reconstruction, the UE sends a RRC reconstruction re-
quest to a serving base station; after receiving the RRC
reconstruction request, the serving base station sends a

RRC reconstruction command to the UE; and the UE
carries out the RRC reconstruction and returns a RRC
reconstruction completion message to the base station
after the RRC reconstruction is completed successfully;
and the base station will generally carry out a RRC re-
assignment process again after the RRC reconstruction
is completed.
[0004] In a connected state, a specific process of the
measurement is that: a network side sends a measure-
ment control message to a UE, wherein the measure-
ment control message contains a measurement identity,
a measurement object, a report configuration and other
measurement-related attribute, and the measurement
identity associates the measurement object with the re-
port configuration to form a complete measurement task.
The measurement object contains the attributes (for ex-
ample carrier frequency, a list of neighboring cells and
the like) of the measurement object, only one measure-
ment object may be configured by each carrier frequency;
and the report configuration contains the attributes (for
example event triggering or periodic report, definition on
a triggered event (A1, A2 ...), times reporting and the like)
of the report configuration. The UE carries out a meas-
urement and an evaluation according to the measure-
ment object and the report configuration contained in the
measurement control message, generates a measure-
ment report according to a result of the measurement,
and reports the measurement report to the network side.
[0005] In order to reduce the overhead of the handover
and the RRC signaling reassignment after the RRC is
reconstructed, the UE carries out the following process-
ing (hereinafter referred to as a measurement task
processing) regarding to the measurement task during
the process of a pilot frequency handover or reconstruc-
tion: when a Measurement Object (MO) configured by a
serving cell (a cell before the handover or reconstruction,
referred to as a source side) for a UE contains the carrier
frequency of a target cell (a cell after the handover or
reconstruction, referred to as a target side), the UE proc-
esses the measurement object of the carrier frequency
on which there is the serving cell and the measurement
object of the carrier frequency on which there is the target
cell, that is, a measurement identity corresponding to the
measurement object of the carrier frequency on which
there is the source serving cell, is corresponded to the
measurement object of the carrier frequency on which
there is the target cell after the measurement task
processing is performed and a measurement identity cor-
responding to the measurement object of the frequency
carrier on which there is the target cell is corresponded
to the measurement object of the carrier frequency on
which there is the source serving cell after the measure-
ment task processing is performed, as shown in Fig. 3,
otherwise, the measurement task corresponding to the
measurement object of the carrier frequency on which
there is the source serving cell is deleted. Fig. 3 is a
flowchart showing a measurement task processing in an
LTE system, and as shown in Fig. 3, the process of the
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measurement task processing is specifically as follows:
the carrier frequency on which there is a source cell (i.e.
the serving cell shown in Fig. 3) has two measurement
tasks which are MID#0 (MO#0+RC#0) and MID#1
(MO#0+RC#1) respectively, and the carrier frequency
on which there is a target cell (i.e. the target cell shown
in Fig. 3) has one measurement task that is MID#2
(MO#1+RC#2). The process is as follows: the two meas-
urement tasks MID#0 and MID#1 of the MO#0 are cor-
respond to the MO#1, i.e. a new MID#0 (MO#1+RC#0)
and a new MID#1 (MO#1+RC#1); and the measurement
task MID#1 of the MO#1 is correspond to the MO#0, i.e.,
a new MID#2 (MO#0+RC#2).
[0006] The process of the measurement task process-
ing is briefly described by taking the handover as an ex-
ample. The measurement task configuration information
of the UE in the source base station is carried in the
handover request command sent from the source base
station to the target base station, after receiving the
handover request command, the target base station car-
ries out the above-mentioned measurement task
processing if the handover request is the pilot frequency
handover, and then configures a new measurement task
(which is completed through a delta signaling) for the UE
based on the processed measurement task, wherein the
new measurement task is contained in a handover re-
quest response command to be forwarded to the UE
through the source base station; after receiving the
handover command, the UE carries out the measure-
ment task processing first and then carries out the new
measurement task contained in the delta signaling con-
figured by the target base station. In this way, the final
measurement tasks of the UE and the target base station
are consistent, moreover, as the new measurement task
configured by the target base station for the UE is just a
delta signaling, the air interface resource can be saved.
[0007] In order to provide a higher data rate to a mobile
user, a Long Term Evolution Advance (LTE-A) system
has proposed a Carrier Aggregation (CA) technology,
the purpose of which is to provide a wider wideband for
the UE with a corresponding capability to increase the
peak rate of the UE. In the LTE system, a maximum down-
link transmission bandwidth supported by the system is
20MHz, while the CA technology aggregates two or more
Component Carriers (CC) so as to support a transmission
bandwidth of larger than 20MHz but no more than
100MHz. The UE of the LTE-A system with the CA ca-
pability can send and receive data at a plurality of CCs
synchronously, and if it is not noted specially, the UE
described hereinafter refers to the UE of the LTE-A sys-
tem. In the LTE-A system, a UE in a connected state can
communicate with a source base station by means of a
plurality of CCs (e.g., CC1, CC2) synchronously and spe-
cifically identify a carrier by means of a component carrier
identity such as a CC ID. The base station designates a
Primary Component Carrier (PCC) for the UE through an
explicit configuration or according to a protocol agree-
ment, and other component carriers are referred to as a

Secondary Component Carriers (SCC); and the serving
cell on the PCC is referred to as a Primary Cell (Pcell)
and the serving cell on the SCC is referred to as a Sec-
ondary Cell (Scell). Non Access Stratum (NAS) informa-
tion (e.g., such information as Cell Global Identification
(ECGI), Tracking Area Identity (TAI) and the like) is ac-
quired by the Pcell; and if a Radio Link Failure (RLF)
occurs in a downlink Pcell, the UE needs to carry out the
RRC reconstruction. After the UE in the idle state access-
es a network and enters into the connected state, the
accessed cell is the Pcell. When the UE is in the con-
nected state, a network side can complete the transition
of a Pcell through the RRC reassignment or an intra-cell
handover, or the network side designates the Pcell during
the process of informing the UE to carry out a handover.
Thus, a carrier aggregation serving cell and a carrier ag-
gregation neighboring cell may both contain a plurality
of carriers, and there is uncertainty in the principle of the
measurement task processing in the LTE system, how-
ever, no solution has been recorded in the current stand-
ards or proposals as to solve this problem. This uncer-
tainty may cause that a difference exists between the
measurement task configuration performed by the target
base station and the measurement task configuration un-
derstood by the UE, thereby causing chaos during the
measurement process, so that the base station side fails
to acquire a complete measurement result, causing sys-
tem resource waste as the UE side performs an error
measurement process.
[0008] Defined measurement events in the LTE sys-
tem are: an event A1 (the signal quality of the serving
cell is higher than a designated threshold), an event A2
(the signal quality of the serving cell is lower than a des-
ignated threshold), an event A3 (the signal quality of the
neighboring cell is a designated offset higher than that
of the serving cell), an event A4 (the signal quality of the
neighboring cell is higher than a designated threshold),
and an event A5 (the signal quality of the serving cell is
lower than a designated threshold 1, and the signal qual-
ity of the neighboring cell is higher than a designated
threshold 2); wherein the event A4 is unrelated to the
serving cell, therefore, the definition on the event A4 is
unchanged in the LTE-A system. The events A1 and A2
are measurement events aiming at one serving cell;
therefore, in the LTE-A system, each serving cell (Pcell
or Scell) has a measurement task of the event 1 and the
event 2; the events A3 and A5 may have the two following
types: a co-frequency event A3 (or referred to as an A3-
SCC) or an event A3/A5. The co-frequency event A3 is
defined as follows: the frequency of the measurement
object is the frequency on which there is a configured
component carrier (PCC and/or SCC), a reference cell
is an Scell or Pcell on the frequency of a corresponding
measurement object, and the signal quality of a neigh-
boring cell is a designated offset higher than that of the
serving cell that has the same frequency point as the
neighboring cell; and the event A3 is defined as follows:
the frequency of the measurement object refers to all
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frequencies (including the frequencies at which a PCC
and an SCC are operating), the reference cell is a Pcell,
and the signal quality of the neighboring cell (if the Scell
is on the frequency of the measurement object, then the
Scell is treated as the neighboring cell) is a designated
offset higher than that of the Pcell. Similar to the co-fre-
quency event A3, a co-frequency event A5 is defined as
follows: the frequency of the measurement object is the
frequency on which there is the configured component
carrier (PCC and/or SCC), the reference cell is an Scell
or Pcell on the frequency of the corresponding measure-
ment object, the signal quality of the serving cell is lower
than the designated threshold 1, and the signal quality
of the neighboring cell is higher than the designated
threshold 2; similar to the event A3, the event A5 is de-
fined as follows: the frequency of the measurement ob-
ject refers to all frequencies (including the frequencies
on which there are a PCC and an SCC), the reference
cell is the Pcell, the signal quality of the serving cell is
lower than the designated threshold 1, and the signal
quality of the neighboring cell (if an Scell is on the fre-
quency of the measurement object, then the Scell is treat-
ed as the neighboring cell) is higher than the designated
threshold 2.
[0009] As there may be a plurality of serving cells (only
one Pcell, or one Pcell and one or more Scells) in the
LTE-A system, the measurement task handover method
cannot be used by a single serving cell in an LTE system
during the process of a handover or reconstruction.
[0010] Document:"Measurement Configuration Han-
dling upon PCC/SCC Change", 3GPP DRAFT
R2-102864 (3 May 2010) discloses that UE removes the
corresponding A1 and A2 upon SCC removal.
[0011] Document (SAMSUNG:"E-UTRA RRC support
of CA measurements", 3GPP DRAFT R2-103119 (4 May
2010) discloses that the measurement swapping upon
handover/ re-establishment, upon change of PCC,
measurement(s) linked to the object corresponding with
the old PCC are re-linked to the object corresponding
with the new PCC, and measurement(s) linked to the
object corresponding with the new PCC are re-linked to
the object corresponding with the old PCC.

SUMMARY

[0012] In view of this, the main purpose of the present
disclosure is to provide a method and a system for
processing a measurement task in a carrier aggregation
system, so as to enable a UE to process a measurement
task at a target side and a source side timely and quickly.
[0013] In order to achieve the purpose above, the tech-
nical solution of the present disclosure is realized as fol-
lows.
[0014] A method for processing a measurement task
in a carrier aggregation system may include:

deleting by a network element, all measurement
tasks related to a source Secondary Cell, Scell, dur-

ing a process of reassignment/handover/reconstruc-
tion;

wherein all measurement tasks comprises: an event
A1, an event A2, and a co-frequency event A3;

wherein the co-frequency event A3 is defined as fol-
lows: the frequency of a measurement object is the
frequency on which there is a configured component
carrier, a reference cell is an Scell or Primary Cell,
Pcell, on the frequency of a corresponding measure-
ment object, and the signal quality of a neighboring
cell is a designated offset higher than that of the serv-
ing cell that has the same frequency point as the
neighboring cell.

[0015] Preferably, the network element comprises at
least one of a User Equipment, UE, and a base station.
[0016] Preferably, the method may further include:

if the source Scell is reassigned to another frequency
on which there is a measurement object, modifying
the measurement object corresponding to the meas-
urement task related to the source Scell to a meas-
urement object of the reassigned frequency, instead
of deleting the measurement task related to the
source Scell;

otherwise, deleting the measurement task related to
the source Scell.

[0017] Preferably, the source Scell is deleted in the
cases that there is no new Scell on the same frequency
as a frequency on which there is the deleted source Scell
after configuration, or there is no carrier identity corre-
sponding to the source Scell.
[0018] Preferably, the source Scell is reassigned to an-
other frequency on which there is a measurement object
by changing the frequency of the source Scell with a car-
rier identity of the source Scell unchanged.
[0019] Preferably, the method may further include:

when a measurement object configured by a source
base station for an UE contains a carrier frequency
of a new Primary Cell, Pcell, and the measurement
object related to the measurement task is the fre-
quency on which there is a target Pcell, modifying a
corresponding measurement object to a measure-
ment object of the frequency on which there is a new
Pcell; and if the measurement object related to the
measurement task is the frequency on which there
is the source Pcell , modifying the measurement ob-
ject to a measurement object of the frequency on
which there is the new Pcell; otherwise, deleting the
measurement task corresponding to the frequency
on which there is the source Pcell; wherein the
source Pcell and the target Pcell are on different fre-
quencies.
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Preferably, the method may further include:

carrying out no processing on the measurement
tasks of the Pcell and the Scell when the source
Pcell becomes an Scell and the source Scell be-
comes a Pcell.

[0020] Preferably, the method may further include:

keeping the measurement task when there is a
measurement task for which a measurement object
is a carrier frequency exclusive of a source primary
carrier frequency and a secondary carrier frequency.

[0021] A system for processing a measurement task
in a carrier aggregation system may include:

a deletion unit, configured to delete all measurement
tasks related to a source Secondary Cell, Scell, dur-
ing a process of reassignment/handover/ recon-
struction;

wherein all measurement tasks comprises: an event
A1, an event A2, and a co-frequency event A3;

wherein the co-frequency event A3 is defined as fol-
lows: the frequency of a measurement object is the
frequency on which there is a configured component
carrier, a reference cell is an Scell or Primary Cell,
Pcell, on the frequency of a corresponding measure-
ment object, and the signal quality of a neighboring
cell is a designated offset higher than that of the serv-
ing cell that has the same frequency point as the
neighboring cell.

[0022] Preferably, the system may further include a re-
assignment unit and a modification unit, wherein
the reassignment unit is configured to reassign the
source Scell to another frequency on which there is a
measurement object; the deletion unit does not delete
the measurement task related to the reassigned source
Scell; and
the modification unit is configured to modify the meas-
urement object corresponding to the measurement task
related to the source Scell to the measurement object of
the reassigned frequency.
[0023] Preferably, the process in which the source
Scell is deleted may include that:

there is not a new Scell on the same frequency as a
frequency on which there is the deleted source Scell;
or

there is not a carrier identity corresponding to a
source Scell.

[0024] Preferably, the process in which the source
Scell is reassigned to the another frequency on which

there is the measurement object may include that:

the carrier identity of the source Scell is unchanged
and the frequency of the source Scell is changed.

[0025] Preferably, the modification unit may be further
configured to: modify, when a measurement object con-
figured by a source base station for an UE contains a
carrier frequency of a new Pcell and the measurement
object related to the measurement task is a frequency
on which there is a target Pcell, a corresponding meas-
urement object to a measurement object of the frequency
on which there is a new Pcell; and modify the measure-
ment object to the measurement object of the frequency
on which there is the new Pcell when the measurement
object related to the measurement task is the carrier fre-
quency on which there is a source Pcell; otherwise, delete
the measurement task corresponding to the frequency
on which there is the source Pcell; wherein the source
Pcell and the target Pcell are on different frequencies.
[0026] Preferably, the system may further include:

a reservation unit, configured to, when there is a
measurement task for which the measurement ob-
ject is a carrier frequency exclusive of the source
primary carrier frequency and the secondary carrier
frequency, keep the measurement task.

[0027] In the present disclosure, by means of setting
a rule for the measurement task processing of a source
side and a target side, the problem of uncertainty in the
measurement task processing which exists in a carrier
aggregation system during the process of the handover
or the reconstruction is solved, moreover, a configuration
signaling for the measurement task is effectively de-
creased, an utilization rate of air interface resource is
improved, and good service experience is provided to
the user.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0028]

Fig. 1 is a flowchart showing a handover in an LTE
system;

Fig. 2 is a flowchart showing a RRC reconstruction
in an LTE system;

Fig. 3 is a flowchart showing a process of a meas-
urement task processing in an LTE system;

Fig. 4 is a schematic diagram showing a handover
of an UE from a cell 1 to a cell 2 according to the
present disclosure;

Fig. 5a is a schematic diagram showing a process
of a measurement task processing before the hando-
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ver shown in Fig. 4 according to the present disclo-
sure;

Fig. 5b is a schematic diagram showing a process
of a measurement task processing during the hando-
ver shown in Fig. 4 according to the present disclo-
sure;

Fig. 5c is a schematic diagram showing a process
of a measurement task processing after the hando-
ver shown in Fig. 4 according to the present disclo-
sure;

Fig. 6 is a schematic diagram showing a reconstruc-
tion of an UE from a cell 1 to a cell 2 according to
the present disclosure;

Fig. 7a is a schematic diagram showing a process
of a measurement task processing before the recon-
struction shown in Fig. 6 according to the present
disclosure;

Fig. 7b is a schematic diagram showing a process
of a measurement task processing during the recon-
struction shown in Fig. 6 according to the present
disclosure;

Fig. 7c is a schematic diagram showing a process
of a measurement task processing after the recon-
struction shown in Fig. 6 according to the present
disclosure;

Fig. 8 is a schematic diagram showing a handover
of an UE from a cell 1 to a cell 2 according to the
present disclosure;

Fig. 9a is a schematic diagram showing a process
of a measurement task processing before the recon-
struction shown in Fig. 8 according to the present
disclosure;

Fig. 9b is a schematic diagram showing a process
of a measurement task processing during the recon-
struction shown in Fig. 8 according to the present
disclosure;

Fig. 9c is a schematic diagram showing a process
of a measurement task processing after the recon-
struction shown in Fig. 8 according to the present
disclosure;

Fig. 10 is a schematic diagram showing a handover
of an UE from a cell 1 to a cell 2 according to the
present disclosure;

Fig. 11 a is a schematic diagram showing a process
of a measurement task processing before the recon-
struction shown in Fig. 10 according to the present

disclosure;

Fig. 11b is a schematic diagram showing a process
of a measurement task processing during the recon-
struction shown in Fig. 10 according to the present
disclosure;

Fig. 11c is a schematic diagram showing a process
of a measurement task processing after the recon-
struction shown in Fig. 10 according to the present
disclosure;

Fig. 12 is a schematic diagram showing a handover
of an UE from a cell 1 to a cell 2 according to the
present disclosure;

Fig. 13 is a schematic diagram showing a handover
of an UE from a cell 1 to a cell 2 according to the
present disclosure;

Fig. 14 is a structural diagram of a system for
processing a measurement task in a carrier aggre-
gation system according to embodiment 1 of the
present disclosure;

Fig. 15 is a structural diagram of a system for
processing a measurement task in a carrier aggre-
gation system according to embodiment 2 of the
present disclosure;

Fig. 16 is a structural diagram of a system for
processing a measurement task in a carrier aggre-
gation system according to embodiment 3 of the
present disclosure;

Fig. 17 is a structural diagram of a system for
processing a measurement task in a carrier aggre-
gation system according to embodiment 4 of the
present disclosure; and

Fig. 18 is a structural diagram of a system for
processing a measurement task in a carrier aggre-
gation system according to embodiment 5 of the
present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0029] The basic idea of the present disclosure is that,
during a handover, a reconstruction or a reassignment,
an operation of a measurement task related to an Scell
includes: all measurement tasks related to a source serv-
ing cell Scell are deleted; or the measurement task re-
lated to an Scell in a deleted source Scell is deleted; or
when a source Scell is reassigned to another frequency
on which there is a measurement object, the measure-
ment task related to the source Scell is not deleted, in-
stead a measurement object corresponding to the meas-
urement task related to the source Scell is modified to a
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measurement object of the reassigned frequency, other-
wise the measurement task related to the Scell is deleted;
and an operation of a measurement task related to a non-
Scell includes: when a source Pcell and a target Pcell
are on different frequencies and a frequency on which
there is the target Pcell is a measurement object, the
measurement object is modified to the measurement ob-
ject of the frequency on which there is the target Pcell if
the measurement object corresponding to the measure-
ment task related to the Pcell is the frequency on which
there is the source Pcell; and the measurement object is
modified to a measurement object of the frequency on
which there is the source Pcell if the measurement object
corresponding to the measurement task is the frequency
on which there is the target Pcell.
[0030] Wherein, the measurement task related to the
Scell is defined as follows:

the measurement task related to the Scell is the
measurement task reflecting a measurement result
of the Scell or measurement results of the Scell and
a neighboring cell; wherein the measurement task
reflecting the measurement result of the Scell reports
a measurement report when the measurement result
of the Scell meets a condition which refers, for ex-
ample, to a condition that the measurement result of
the serving cell is higher or lower than a threshold;
here, the serving cell is the Scell, and the specific
measurement configuration may be that the frequen-
cy on which there is the Scell is taken as the meas-
urement object and event A1 and A2 is taken as the
measurement task of the report configuration;
wherein, the measurement task reflecting the meas-
urement results of the Scell and the neighboring cell
reports the measurement report when the measure-
ment results of the Scell and the neighboring cell
meet a condition and/or reports the measurement
task in which the measurement result of the Scell is
required to be carried when the measurement result
of the neighboring cell meets a condition; the condi-
tion for reporting the measurement report when the
measurement results of the Scell and the neighbor-
ing cell meet the condition may be either a condition
met by a relative size between the measurement re-
sult of the neighboring cell and the measurement
result of the Scell, or a condition which is respectively
met by the measurement result of the neighboring
cell and the measurement result of the Scell; wherein
in the former condition the measurement result of
the neighboring cell is an offset higher or lower than
the measurement result of the serving cell, for ex-
ample, the specific configuration may be that in the
case of a co-frequency event the measurement ob-
ject is the frequency on which there is the neighbor-
ing cell (i.e., the Scell) and the report configuration
is the measurement task of the co-frequency event
A3 or A3-SCC, and in the latter condition the meas-
urement result of the neighboring cell is higher than

a threshold 1 while the measurement result of the
Scell is lower than a threshold 2, for example, the
specific configuration may be that in the case of the
co-frequency event the measurement object is the
frequency on which there is the neighboring cell (i.e.,
the Scell) and the report configuration is the meas-
urement task of the co-frequency event A5 or A5-
SCC; the condition for reporting the measurement
task in which the measurement result of the Scell is
to be carried when the measurement result of the
neighboring cell meets the condition is that the meas-
urement result of the neighboring cell is higher or
lower than a threshold, for example, the specific con-
figuration may be that the measurement object is the
frequency on which there is the neighboring cell (i.e.
Scell) and the report configuration is that the meas-
urement result of the neighboring cell is higher than
a threshold (e.g., an event A4), while a measurement
result of the corresponding Scell is associated, and
the measurement report in which the measurement
result corresponding Scell is carried is reported when
the condition is met by the neighboring cell.

[0031] A measurement task related to a non-Scell may
be defined in the following two ways:

definition 1 is a measurement task reflecting the
measurement result of the Pcell or the measurement
result of the Pcell and the neighboring cell; wherein
the specific definition is identical to the above defi-
nition related to the Scell; and

definition 2 is other measurement task other than the
measurement task related to the Scell.

[0032] In order to make the purpose, the technical so-
lution and the advantages of the present disclosure more
clear and apparent, the present disclosure will be further
described in detail with reference to embodiments in con-
junction with the accompanying drawings hereinafter.
[0033] During the handover, reconstruction or reas-
signment, a rule for the measurement task processing
set in the present disclosure includes:

the operation of the measurement task related to the
Scell is that: all measurement tasks related to the
source serving cell Scell are deleted; or the meas-
urement task related to the Scell in the deleted
source Scell is deleted; or when the source Scell is
reassigned to another frequency on which there is a
measurement object, the measurement task related
to the source Scell is not deleted but the measure-
ment object corresponding to the measurement task
related to the source Scell is modified to the meas-
urement object of the reassigned frequency, other-
wise the measurement task related to the Scell is
deleted; and
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the operation of the measurement task related to the
non-Scell is that: when a source Pcell and a target
Pcell belong to different frequencies and the frequen-
cy on which there is the target Pcell is a measure-
ment object, in the case of the measurement task
related to the Pcell, the measurement object is mod-
ified to a measurement object of the frequency on
which there is the target Pcell if the measurement
object corresponding to the measurement task is the
frequency on which there is the source Pcell, and
the measurement object is modified to the measure-
ment object of the frequency on which there is the
source Pcell if the measurement object correspond-
ing to the measurement task is the frequency on
which there is the target Pcell.

[0034] For the sake of a uniform description, in the
present disclosure, in the case of handover, a handover
from a source side cell to a target side cell is performed;
in the case of reconstruction, the source side is a cell in
which the UE locates before reconstruction, and the tar-
get side is a cell in which the UE locates after reconstruc-
tion; and in the case of reassignment, the source side is
a cell in which the UE locates before reconstruction, and
the target side is a cell in which the UE locates after re-
construction.

Embodiment 1

[0035] Fig. 4 is a schematic diagram showing a hando-
ver of an UE from a cell 1 to a cell 2 according to the
present disclosure; as shown in Fig. 4, the UE resides
on a CC2, initiates the establishment of a RRC connec-
tion in the CC2, accesses a carrier aggregation cell 1
after finishing the establishment of the RRC connection
and then enters into a connected state, in this way, ac-
cording to the rule relevant to the carrier aggregation sys-
tem, the CC2 is a PCC and the serving cell in the CC2
is a Pcell. Due to the demand on services, a network side
configures a CC1 for the UE to carry out the carrier ag-
gregation, therefore, currently the component carriers
synchronously used by the UE are the CC1 and the CC2,
wherein the CC2 is the PCC, the CC1 is the SCC, and
the Scell is the serving cell in the CC1. Fig. 5a is a sche-
matic diagram showing a process of a measurement task
processing before the handover shown in Fig. 4 accord-
ing to the present disclosure, as shown in Fig. 5a, the
content of the measurement task before the handover
includes: MID#1/2/3, wherein the carrier frequency of the
measurement object is CC1 (i.e., the carrier frequency
on which there is the SCC), and the measurement event
is A1/A2/co-frequency A3 of which the triggering condi-
tion are respectively that the Scell is higher than a thresh-
old or the Scell is lower than a threshold or a neighboring
cell is an offset higher than the Scell and which are Scell-
related measurement tasks; MID#6/7/8, wherein the car-
rier frequency of the measurement object is the CC2 (i.e.
a carrier frequency on which there is the PCC), and the

measurement event is A1/A2/A3 of which the triggering
condition are respectively that the Pcell is higher than a
threshold or the Pcell is lower than a threshold or a neigh-
boring cell is an offset higher than the Pcell and which
are therefore Pcell-related measurement tasks; MID#9,
wherein the carrier frequency of the measurement object
is the CC4 of a UMTS, the measurement event is a B2
event of which the triggering condition is that the Pcell is
lower than a threshold 1 and a neighboring cell is higher
than a threshold 2 and which is also the Pcell-related
measurement task; and MID#4/5, wherein the carrier fre-
quency of the measurement object is a CC1 (i.e., the
carrier frequency on which there is the SCC), the meas-
urement event is A3/A4, wherein the triggering condition
of the event A3 is that a cell in the SCC is an offset higher
than the Pcell the event A3 is the Pcell-related measure-
ment task, and the event A4 is required to report the
signal quality of the Pcell after being triggered, therefore,
the event A4 is also the Pcell-related measurement task.
All of the aforementioned ’higher’, ’lower’ and ’offset’
comparisons take the measurement quantity of the cell
as a reference value.
[0036] When the UE moves towards a carrier aggre-
gation cell 2, the source base station makes a judgment
of handover to the target base station and switches the
UE into the carrier aggregation cell 2. The handover re-
quest message sent by the source base station to the
target base station contains the measurement task of the
UE in the source base station, and may further contain
information on the carriers currently used by the UE, such
as the information of the CC1 and the CC2, the CC2
being the PCC and the like.
[0037] Fig. 5b is a schematic diagram showing a proc-
ess of a measurement task processing during the proc-
ess of the handover shown in Fig. 4 according to the
present disclosure, as shown in Fig. 5b, after receiving
the handover request message from the source base sta-
tion, the target base station determines that the carrier
aggregation cell 2 only uses the CC1 which is the PCC,
and the Pcell is the serving cell at the CC1, that is, the
Scell at the CC1 is deleted; the process of the measure-
ment task processing related to the Scell is as follows:
(1) the measurement tasks (MID#1-3) related to the de-
leted Scell in the source side is deleted, specifically, the
corresponding MID is deleted; or (2) in the case of the
Scell being operating the measurement tasks related to
these Scells may be deleted together. As there is only
one Scell in this embodiment, the process is identical.
[0038] If the process above occurs in one base station,
then there is no need to send a handover request mes-
sage, however, the internal processing process is the
same.
[0039] In the case that an S-Pcell (a source side Pcell)
and a T-Pcell (a target side Pcell) are operating on dif-
ferent frequencies and the measurement object is the
frequency (CC1) on which there is the target Pcell, the
following processing is carried out for all measurement
tasks (MID#4-9): for a measurement object correspond-
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ing to the measurement task (e.g., MID#6/7/8) which is
the frequency (CC2) on which there is the S-Pcell, mod-
ifying the measurement object to a measurement object
(MO#2) of the frequency on which there is the T-Pcell;
and for a measurement object corresponding to the
measurement task (e.g., MID#4/5) which is the frequency
(CC1) on which there is the T-Pcell, modifying the meas-
urement object to a measurement object (MO#1) of the
frequency on which there is the S-Pcell. And other meas-
urement task, such as the measurement task (MID#9) of
the CC4, is kept.
[0040] According to the result of the measurement
processing shown in Fig. 5b, the target base station con-
figures, for the UE, a delta signaling of a measurement
task, for example, adding a measurement task MID#1
(A5 on the CC1), and sends the delta signaling to the
source base station through a handover request re-
sponse message; and after receiving it, the source base
station sends it to the UE through a handover command.
By using the handover command, the source base station
may further inform the UE to delete the Scell at the CC1.
[0041] After receiving the handover command, the UE
deletes the Scell and all existing Scell by oneself if the
handover command does not indicate deletion of the
Scell on the CC1 and may delete the measurement tasks
related to these Scells together if they exist. If the hando-
ver command indicates the deletion of the Scell on the
CC1, then the UE deletes the Scell and the measurement
tasks (MID#1/2/3) related to the Scell on the CC1 after
receiving the handover command.
[0042] After completing the measurement task
processing by adopting the same operation as that the
base station performs above first, and then modifying the
measurement configuration according to the delta sign-
aling in the received handover command, the final meas-
urement task result is shown in Fig. 5c.
[0043] The UE carries out the measurement according
to the current measurement task configuration and re-
ports the measurement report to the network side as re-
quired, and the network side makes a related decision
according to the measurement report.
[0044] In the process above, if the source base station
determines the handover of the UE to the CC3 of the
target base station, or the target base station determines
to configure the CC3 for the UE as a Pcell, then the meas-
urement task (MID#1-3) related to the deleted Scell at
the source side is deleted. In the case that the S-Pcell
(source side Pcell) and the T-Pcell (target side Pcell) are
on different frequencies, but there is not the measure-
ment object which is the frequency (CC3) on which there
is the target Pcell, the following processing is carried out
for all measurement tasks (MID#4-9): deleting the meas-
urement tasks (e.g., MID#6/7/8) corresponding to a
measurement object which is the frequency (CC2) on
which there is the S-Pcell, and keeping the other meas-
urement task such as the measurement task (MID#9) of
the CC4. According to the measurement result above,
the target base station configures, for the UE, the delta

signaling of the measurement task, for example, adding
the measurement object (MO#4=CC3) and synchro-
nously adding the measurement task (MID#1/2/3) of the
event A1/A2/A3 at MO#4, and sends the delta signaling
to the source base station through the handover request
response message; and after receiving it, the source
base station sends it to the UE through the handover
command. After completing the measurement task
processing by adopting the same operation as that the
base station performs above first, and then modifying the
measurement configuration according to the delta sign-
aling in the received handover command, the final meas-
urement task result is the same as that of the target base
station.

Embodiment 2

[0045] Fig. 6 is a schematic diagram showing a recon-
struction of an UE from a cell 1 to a cell 2 according to
the present disclosure, as shown in Fig. 6, the UE resides
on a CC1 and initiates the establishment of a RRC con-
nection on the CC1, accesses a carrier aggregation cell
1 after finishing the establishment of the RRC connection
and then enters into a connected state, wherein the CC1
is a PCC and a Pcell is the serving cell at CC1. Due to
the demand on services, a network side configures a
CC2 for the UE to carry out a carrier aggregation, there-
fore, the component carriers synchronously used cur-
rently by the UE are the CC1 and the CC2, wherein the
CC1 is the PCC, the CC2 is the SCC, and the Scell is
the serving cell at the CC2. Fig. 7a is a schematic diagram
showing a measurement task processing before the re-
construction shown in Fig. 6 according to the present
disclosure, as shown in Fig. 7a, the content of the meas-
urement task before the handover includes: MID#1-3,
wherein the carrier frequency of the measurement object
is the carrier frequency on which there is the CC1 (i.e.,
PCC), and the measurement event is A1/A2/co-frequen-
cy A3 which may be determined as that described in the
embodiment 1 and may belong to the measurement task
related to the Pcell; MID#4-6, wherein the measurement
object is a carrier frequency CC2, that is, the carrier fre-
quency on which there is the SCC, and measurement
event is A1/A2/co-frequency A3 which may be deter-
mined as that described in the embodiment 1 and may
belong to the measurement tasks related to the Scell;
and MID#7-11, which can be determined, by an analogue
determination, to be the measurement task related to the
Pcell, wherein when performing the report, MID#11 is
required to carry a measurement quantity related to the
Pcell.
[0046] The UE needs to initiate a RRC reconstruction
when an RLF occurs in the carrier aggregation cell 1.
The UE first carries out a cell selection and selects a
carrier aggregation cell 2 on a CC3 which is the only
carrier frequency used in the carrier aggregation cell 2.
The CC3 is the PCC, and the Pcell is the serving cell on
the CC3. At this moment, the UE deletes the Scell at the
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source side by oneself, and/or deletes the measurement
tasks (MID#4-6) related to the Scell, or carries out a
processing after receiving a reconstruction message
from a target side. Then, the UE imitates a RRC recon-
struction request to the target side.
[0047] Fig. 7b is a schematic diagram showing a meas-
urement task processing during the process of the re-
construction shown in Fig. 6 according to the present
disclosure, as shown in Fig. 7b, after receiving a RRC
reconstruction request message from the UE, the target
side determines not to configure a CC2 for the UE, there-
fore, according to the rule for the measurement task
processing set in the disclosure, the measurement tasks
(MID#4-6) related to the Scell on the CC2 of the source
side are deleted.
[0048] An S-Pcell (source side Pcell) and a T-Pcell (tar-
get side Pcell) are on different frequencies and the meas-
urement object is the frequency (CC3) on which there is
the Pcell, the following processing is carried out for all
measurement tasks (MID#1-3, and MID#7-11): for a
measurement object corresponding to a measurement
task (e.g., MID#1/2/3) which is the frequency (CC1) on
which there is the S-Pcell, modifying the measurement
object to a measurement object (MO#3) of the frequency
on which there is the T-Pcell; and for a measurement
object corresponding to a measurement task (e.g.,
MID#8/9) which is the frequency (CC3) on which there
is the T-Pcell, modifying the measurement object to a
measurement object (MO#1) of the frequency on which
there is the S-Pcell.
[0049] Other measurement task, such as the meas-
urement task (MID#10) of the CC4, is kept.
[0050] As the CC2 is not configured for the UE by the
target side, according to the rule for the measurement
task processing set in the disclosure, and the measure-
ment tasks (MID#4-6) related to the Scell on the CC2 of
the source side are deleted, but other measurement
tasks (MID#7, and MID#11) which are related to the Scell
and for which the carrier frequency of the measurement
object is the CC2 are kept. Other measurement task,
such as the measurement task (MID#10) of the CC4, is
kept.
[0051] The target side responds a reconstruction com-
mand to the UE, and after receiving it, the UE may delete
the measurement tasks (MID#4-6) related to the Scell
and may further delete the Scells at the source side by
oneself.
[0052] For a measurement object corresponding to a
measurement task (e.g., MID#1/2/3) which is the fre-
quency (CC1) on which there is the S-Pcell, the meas-
urement object is modified to a measurement object
(MO#3) of the frequency on which there is the T-Pcell,
and for a measurement object corresponding to a meas-
urement task (e.g., MID#8/9) which is the frequency
(CC3) on which there is the T-Pcell, the measurement
object is modified to a measurement object (MO#1) of
the frequency on which there is the S-Pcell. The other
measurement tasks (MID#7, MID#11) are kept the meas-

urement object of which is the source side Scell (the SCC
is the CC2). The other measurement tasks, such as the
measurement task (MID#10) of the CC4, are kept. A re-
construction completion command is returned to the tar-
get side.
[0053] According to the result shown in Fig. 7b, the
target side configures the delta signaling of a measure-
ment task for the UE, the final measurement task result
is shown in Fig. 7c; the target side sends the delta sign-
aling to the UE through a RRC reassignment message.
The UE carries out the measurement task configuration
in the delta signaling, and the final measurement task
result is the same as that shown in Fig. 7c.
[0054] If the signal quality of the Scell is required to be
reported, then the measurement task of MID #11 belongs
to an Scell-related measurement task and can therefore
be deleted during the reconstruction process shown in
Fig. 7b.

Embodiment 3

[0055] Fig. 8 is a schematic diagram showing a hando-
ver of an UE from a cell 1 to a cell 2 according to the
present disclosure, as shown in Fig. 8, the UE resides
on a CC1 and initiates the establishment of a RRC con-
nection at the CC1, accesses a carrier aggregation cell
1 after finishing the establishment of the RRC connection
and then enters into a connected state. At this moment,
the CC1 is a PCC, and a Pcell is the serving cell on the
CC1. Due to the demand on services, a network side
configures CC2 for the UE to carry out a carrier aggre-
gation, therefore, the component carriers synchronously
used currently by the UE are the CC1 and the CC2,
wherein the CC1 is the PCC, the CC2 is the SCC, and
the Scell is the serving cell on the CC2.
[0056] As shown in Fig. 9a, the UE moves towards a
carrier aggregation cell 2, the source base station deter-
mines to perform a handover to the target base station,
namely the handover of the UE to the carrier aggregation
cell 2. The handover request message sent by the source
base station to the target base station contains the meas-
urement task of the UE in the source base station, and
may further contain information of the carriers currently
used by the UE, such as information of an S-CC1 and
an S-CC2, wherein the CC1 is information such as a PCC
and the like.
[0057] As shown in Fig. 9b, after receiving the hando-
ver request message from the source base station, the
target base station determines to configure the CC1, the
CC2 and the CC3 in the carrier aggregation cell 2 for the
UE, wherein the CC2 is the PCC. Although the target
side has configured the CC2 for the UE, as the CC2 is
the PCC, there is not the target side Scell of which the
carrier frequency is the CC2, the Scell-related measure-
ment tasks (MID#4/5/6) on the CC2 of the source side
should be deleted. The other measurement tasks are
kept.
[0058] An S-Pcell (source side Pcell) and a T-Pcell (tar-
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get side Pcell) are on different frequencies and the meas-
urement object is the frequency (CC2) on which there is
the target Pcell, the following processing is carried out
for all measurement tasks (MID#1/2/3, and MID#7-11):
for a measurement object corresponding to a measure-
ment task (e.g., MID#1/2/3) which is the frequency (CC1)
on which there is the S-Pcell, modifying the measurement
object to a measurement object (MO#2) of the frequency
on which there is the T-Pcell; and for a measurement
object corresponding to a measurement task (e.g.,
MID#7/11) which is the frequency (CC2) on which there
is the T-Pcell, modifying, the measurement object to a
measurement object (MO#1) of the frequency on which
there is the S-Pcell.
[0059] The measurement tasks (MID#8/9) of the other
carrier frequencies (except the primary carrier frequency
and the secondary carrier frequency) are kept.
[0060] During the process above, as the original Pcell
becomes an Scell and the original Scell becomes a Pcell,
the measurement tasks (MID#4/5/6) related to the S-
Scell can be kept at this moment; the S-Pcell (source
side Pcell) and the T-Pcell (target side Pcell) are on dif-
ferent frequencies, and the frequency (CC2) on which
there is the target Pcell is the measurement object, the
following processing is carried out for all measurement
tasks (MID#1/2/3, and MID#4/5/6/7-11): for a measure-
ment object corresponding to a measurement task (e.g.,
MID#1/2/3) which is the frequency (CC1) on which there
is the S-Pcell, modifying the measurement object to a
measurement object (MO#2) of the frequency on which
there is the T-Pcell; and for a measurement object cor-
responding to a measurement task (e.g.,
MID#4/5/6/7/11) which is the frequency (CC2) on which
there is the T-Pcell, modifying the measurement object
to a measurement object (MO#1) of the frequency on
which there is the S-Pcell.
[0061] According to the measurement task processing
result above, the target base station configures, for the
UE, the delta signaling of a measurement task (for ex-
ample, configuring MID#4/5), and sends the delta sign-
aling to the source base station through a handover re-
quest response message; and after receiving it, the
source base station sends it to the UE through a handover
command.
[0062] After receiving the handover command, the UE
deletes the Scell-related measurement tasks
(MID#4/5/6) on the CC2 of the source side.
[0063] For a measurement object corresponding to a
measurement task (e.g., MID#1/2/3) which is the fre-
quency (CC1) on which there is the S-Pcell, the meas-
urement object is modified to a measurement object
(MO#2) of the frequency on which there is the T-Pcell,
and for a measurement object corresponding to a meas-
urement task (e.g., MID#7/11) which is the frequency
(CC2) on which there is the T-Pcell, the measurement
object is modified to a measurement object (MO#1) of
the frequency on which there is the S-Pcell. The meas-
urement task (MID#8/9) of which the carrier frequency

of the measurement object is the target side Scell (the
SCC is the CC3) is kept, and the measurement tasks of
a CC4 is also kept. Then, the measurement task config-
uration in the delta signaling is carried out to acquire the
final measurement task configuration shown in Fig. 9c.

Embodiment 4

[0064] Fig. 10 is a schematic diagram showing a
handover of an UE from a cell 1 to a cell 2 according to
the present disclosure, as shown in Fig. 10, the UE re-
sides at a CC1 and initiates the establishment of a RRC
connection on a CC1, accesses a carrier aggregation
cell 1 after finishing the establishment of the RRC con-
nection and then enters into a connected state. At this
moment, the CC1 is a PCC, and a Pcell is the serving
cell on CC1. Due to the demand on services, a network
side configures CC2 for the UE to carry out a carrier ag-
gregation, therefore, the component carriers synchro-
nously used currently by the UE are the CC1 and the
CC2, wherein the CC1 is the PCC, the CC2 is the SCC,
and the Scell is the serving cell on the CC2.
[0065] As shown in Fig. 11a, the UE moves towards a
carrier aggregation cell 2, the source base station deter-
mines to perform a handover to the target base station
namely the handover of the UE to the carrier aggregation
cell 2. The handover request message sent by the source
base station to the target base station contains the meas-
urement task of the UE in the source base station, and
may further contain the information on the carriers cur-
rently used by the UE, such as the information on a S-
CC1 and a S-CC2, wherein the CC1 is information such
as a PCC and the like.
[0066] After receiving the handover request message
from the source base station, the target base station de-
termines to configure the CC1, the CC3 and the CC4 in
the carrier aggregation cell 2 for the UE, and indicates
that the CC3 is the PCC. As the target side does not
configure the CC2 for the UE, the Scell-related measure-
ment task (MID#4/5/6) on the CC2 of the source side is
deleted, and as the source side does not configure for
the UE the CC4 and CC1 configured at the target side,
the measurement tasks (MID#8-11) of which the meas-
urement objects are the CC4 and the CC1 of the target
side are kept. The measurement task (MID#12) of the
other carrier frequencies (except the primary carrier fre-
quency and the secondary carrier frequency) is kept.
[0067] An S-Pcell (source side Pcell) and a T-Pcell (tar-
get side Pcell) are on different frequencies and the meas-
urement object is the frequency (CC3) on which there is
the target Pcell, the following processing is carried out
for all measurement tasks (MID#1/2/3, and MID#7-12):
for a measurement object corresponding to a measure-
ment task (e.g., MID#1/2/3) which is the frequency (CC1)
on which there is the S-Pcell, modifying the measurement
object to a measurement object of the frequency on which
there is the T-Pcell; for a measurement object corre-
sponding to a measurement task (e.g., MID#8/9) which
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is the frequency (CC3) on which there is the T-Pcell, mod-
ifying the measurement object to a measurement object
of the frequency on which there is the S-Pcell.
[0068] As shown in Fig. 11b, the target base station
configures the delta signaling of a measurement task
(e.g., increasing a measurement task related to the Scell
(the SCC is the CC4 and the CC1) configured at the target
side) for the UE according to the processing result of the
measurement task. It is sent to the source base station
through a handover request response message, and af-
ter receiving it, the source base station sends it to the
UE through a handover command.
[0069] After receiving the handover command, the UE
deletes the measurement task (MID#4/5/6) related to the
source Scell (the SCC is the CC2).
[0070] For a measurement object corresponding to a
measurement task (e.g., MID#1/2/3) which is the fre-
quency (CC1) on which there is the S-Pcell, the meas-
urement object is modified to a measurement object of
the frequency on which there is the T-Pcell, and for a
measurement object corresponding to a measurement
task (e.g., MID#8/9) which is the frequency (CC3) on
which there is the T-Pcell, the measurement object is
modified to a measurement object of the frequency on
which there is the S-Pcell. The measurement tasks of
the Scell (the SCC is the CC4 and the CC1) configured
at the target side are kept. The measurement tasks of
the other carrier frequencies (except the primary carrier
frequency and the secondary carrier frequency) are kept.
Then, the measurement task configuration in the delta
signaling is carried out and the final measurement task
configuration is acquired, as shown in Fig. 11c.

Embodiment 5

[0071] Fig. 8 is a schematic diagram showing a hando-
ver of an UE from a cell 1 to a cell 2 according to the
present disclosure; as shown in Fig. 8, the UE resides
on a CC1 and initiates the establishment of a RRC con-
nection on a CC1, accesses a carrier aggregation cell 2
after finishing the establishment of the RRC connection
and then enters into a connected state, in this way, ac-
cording to the rule relevant to the carrier aggregation sys-
tem, the CC1 is a PCC, and the serving cell on the CC1
is a Pcell. Due to the demand on services, a network side
configures a CC2 for the UE to carry out a carrier aggre-
gation, and synchronously informs the UE that the Cell
Identify (CI) of the CC2 is 1 and the CC1 may have the
CI or not, therefore, the component carriers synchro-
nously used by the current UE are the CC1 and the CC2,
wherein the CC1 is a PCC, the CC2 is an SCC, and a
Scell is a serving cell on the CC2.
[0072] The base station configures, for the UE, a meas-
urement task for which the measurement object is
CC1/CC2/CC3.
[0073] During the movement process of the UE, the
source base station finds that the signal quality of the
Scell at the CC2 gets worse and determines to replace

the CC2 with a CC3, and synchronously informs the UE
that the CI of the CC3 is 1 through a RRC reassignment
command, synchronously modifies the measurement ob-
ject corresponding to the measurement task of the orig-
inal Scell (on the CC2) to the reassigned target frequency
(CC3), and configures the delta signaling of a measure-
ment task configuration for the UE based on the current
measurement task configuration.
[0074] After receiving the reassignment command, the
UE carries out the operation related to the replace of the
CC2 with the CC3 and carries out the following process-
ing for the measurement task: modifying the measure-
ment object corresponding to the measurement task of
the original Scell (on the CC2) to the reassigned target
frequency (CC3) and then carrying out the delta signaling
of the measurement task configuration in the RRC reas-
signment command. At this moment, the measurement
task configuration of the UE and the measurement task
configuration of the base station are completely consist-
ent.
[0075] In the step above, if the source base station
determines to replace the CC2 with a CC4 and synchro-
nously informs the UE that the CI of the CC4 is 1 through
a RRC reassignment command, deletes the Scell-related
measurement task of the original Scell (on the CC2), and
configures the delta signaling of a measurement task
configuration for the UE based on the current measure-
ment task configuration. After receiving the reassignment
command, the UE carries out the operation related to the
replace of the CC2 with the CC4 and carries out the fol-
lowing processing for the measurement task: deleting
the Scell-related measurement tasks of the original Scell
(on the CC2) and then carrying out the delta signaling of
the measurement task configuration in the RRC reas-
signment command. At this moment, the measurement
task configuration of the UE and the measurement task
configuration of the base station are completely consist-
ent.
[0076] Then, the source base station finds that the sig-
nal quality of the Scell on the CC3 gets worse and deter-
mines to delete the CC3, i.e., delete the Scell having the
CI of 1, informs the UE of the deletion through the RRC
reassignment command, synchronously deletes the
measurement tasks (the RRC reassignment command
may contain the MID of the task to be deleted or not)
related to the original Scell (at the CC3), and configures
the delta signaling of a measurement task configuration
for the UE based on the current measurement task con-
figuration.
[0077] After receiving the reassignment command, the
UE deletes the CC3 and carries out the following process-
ing for the measurement task: deleting the measurement
tasks related to the original Scell (on the CC3) and then
carrying out the delta signaling of the measurement task
configuration in the RRC reassignment command. At this
moment, the measurement task configuration of the UE
and the measurement task configuration of the base sta-
tion are completely consistent.
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Embodiment 6

[0078] As shown in Fig. 12, an UE resides on a CC1
and initiates the establishment of a RRC connection on
the CC1, accesses a carrier aggregation cell 1 after fin-
ishing the establishment of the RRC connection and then
enters into a connected state, the CC1 is a PCC, and a
Pcell is a serving cell on the CC1. Due to the demand on
services, a network side configures a CC2 for the UE to
carry out a carrier aggregation, therefore, the component
carriers synchronously used by the current UE are the
CC1 and the CC2, wherein the CC1 is the PCC, the CC2
is an SCC, and the Scell is the serving cell on the CC2.
The carrier aggregation cell 1 belongs to a base station
1 and is a base station of an LTE-A.
[0079] The UE moves towards an LTE cell 2 which
belongs to a base station 2 and is a base station of an
LTE. The source base station determines to make a
handover to the target base station and performs the
handover of the UE to the LTE cell 2 using a CC3. As
the target base station is an LTE system, the target base
station supports only one carrier and processes the
measurement task by employing a processing principle
used in the LTE system. Therefore, the source base sta-
tion informs the UE to delete the SCC while sending a
handover request message to the target base station, or
informs the UE to delete the SCC through a handover
command. After receiving the handover command, the
UE deletes the SCC automatically (if the deletion of the
SCC is not explicitly informed in the handover command,
the UE can delete the SCC by himself), and synchro-
nously the UE automatically deletes the Scell-related
measurement task on the SCC (CC2) or the source base
station notifies the UE through a RRC signaling to delete
the Scell-related measurement task on the SCC (CC2),
or the UE automatically deletes the measurement task
for which the measurement object is the frequency point
on which there is the SCC (CC2) or the source base
station notifies the UE through a RRC signaling to delete
the measurement task for which the measurement object
is the frequency point on which there is the SCC (CC2),
in this way, the UE uses only one carrier, i.e., the CC1.
At this moment, the handover request message sent by
the source base station to the target base station contains
the measurement tasks of the UE in the source base
station (at this moment, the measurement tasks related
to the SCC have been deleted, but the Pcell-related
measurement task for which the carrier frequency of the
measurement object is the frequency point on which
there is the SCC are kept, or the measurement tasks for
which the carrier frequencies of the measurement objects
are the SCC are all deleted), and may further contain
information on the carrier (e.g., S-CC1) currently used
by the UE.
[0080] After the target base station receives the hando-
ver request message from the source base station, an
S-Pcell (source side Pcell) and a T-Pcell (target side
Pcell) are on different frequencies, and the frequency

(CC3) on which there is the target Pcell is the measure-
ment object, the following processing is carried out for
the measurement tasks related to the S-Pcell: for the
measurement object corresponding to the measurement
task which is the frequency (CC1) on which there is the
S-Pcell, modifying the measurement object to the meas-
urement object of the frequency on which there is the T-
Pcell; and for the measurement object corresponding to
the measurement task which is the frequency (CC3) on
which there is the T-Pcell, modifying the measurement
object to the measurement object of the frequency on
which there is the S-Pcell. The measurement tasks of
the other carrier frequencies (except the primary carrier
frequency and the secondary carrier frequency) are kept.
[0081] The target base station configures the delta sig-
naling of a measurement task for the UE based on the
result of the measurement task processing above. The
target base station sends the delta signaling to the source
base station through a handover request response mes-
sage, and after receiving it, the source base station sends
it to the UE through a handover command.
[0082] After receiving the handover command by the
UE, for a measurement object corresponding to a meas-
urement task which is the frequency (CC1) on which there
is the S-Pcell, the measurement object is modified to a
measurement object of the frequency on which there is
the T-Pcell, and for a measurement object corresponding
to a measurement task which is the frequency (CC3) on
which there is the T-Pcell, the measurement object is
modified to a measurement object of the frequency on
which there is the S-Pcell, and the measurement tasks
of the other carrier frequencies (except the primary car-
rier frequency and the secondary carrier frequency) are
kept. Then, the measurement task configuration in the
delta signaling is carried out to acquire the final meas-
urement task configuration.

Embodiment 7

[0083] Fig. 13 is a schematic diagram showing a re-
construction of an UE from a cell 1 to a cell 2 according
to the present disclosure, as shown in Fig. 13, the UE
resides on a CC1, initiates the establishment of a RRC
connection on the CC1, accesses a carrier aggregation
cell 1 after finishing the establishment of the RRC con-
nection, and then enters into a connected state, the CC1
is a PCC, and a Pcell is a serving cell on the CC1. Due
to the demand on services, a network side configures a
CC2 for the UE to carry out a carrier aggregation, there-
fore, the component carriers synchronously used by the
current UE are the CC1 and the CC2, wherein the CC1
is the PCC, CC2 is an SCC, and the Scell is the serving
cell on the CC2.
[0084] When the UE moves towards a carrier aggre-
gation cell 2, the source base station determines to per-
form a handover to the target base station and performs
the handover of the UE to the carrier aggregation cell 2,
and the CC2, the CC3 and the CC4 are configured,
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wherein the CC3 is the PCC. The handover request mes-
sage sent by the source base station to the target base
station contains the measurement task of the UE in the
source base station, and may further contain information
of the carriers currently used by the UE, such as the in-
formation of an S-CC1 and an S-CC2, wherein the CC1
is information such as a PCC and the like.
[0085] After receiving the handover request message
from the source base station, the target base station de-
letes the measurement tasks for which the carrier fre-
quencies of the measurement objects are the frequency
point on which there is the source side SCC (i.e., the
CC2), and deletes the measurement task for which the
carrier frequency of the measurement object is the fre-
quency point on which there is the target side SCC (i.e.,
the CC2 and the CC4); for the measurement object cor-
responding to the measurement task which is the fre-
quency (the CC1) on which there is the S-Pcell, the meas-
urement object is modified to a measurement object of
the frequency on which there is the T-Pcell, and for the
measurement object corresponding to the measurement
task which is the frequency (the CC3) on which there is
the T-Pcell, the measurement object is modified to the
measurement object of the frequency on which there is
the S-Pcell. The measurement tasks of the other carrier
frequencies (except the primary carrier frequency and
the secondary carrier frequency) are kept.
[0086] The target base station configures the delta sig-
naling of a measurement task for the UE based on the
result of the measurement task processing above. The
target base station sends it to the source base station
through a handover request response message, and af-
ter receiving it, the source base station sends it to the
UE through a handover command.
[0087] After receiving the handover command, the UE
deletes the measurement task of which the carrier fre-
quency of the measurement object is the frequency point
on which there is the source side SCC (i.e., the CC2),
and deletes the measurement task for which the carrier
frequency of the measurement object is the frequency
points on which there are the target side SCCs (i.e., the
CC2 and the CC4); for the measurement object corre-
sponding to the measurement task which is the frequency
(the CC1) on which there is the S-Pcell, the measurement
object is modified to a measurement object of the fre-
quency on which there is the T-Pcell; and for the meas-
urement object corresponding to the measurement task
which is the frequency (the CC3) on which there is the
T-Pcell, the measurement object is modified to a meas-
urement object of the frequency on which there is the S-
Pcell. The measurement task of the CC4 is kept, and
then the measurement task configuration in the delta sig-
naling is carried out to acquire the final measurement
task configuration.
[0088] During the process above, as the source side
SCC (i.e., the CC2) and one of the target side SCCs (i.e.,
the CC2 and the CC4) are on the same carrier frequency
(i.e., the CC2), the measurement task for which the car-

rier frequency of the measurement object is the source
side SCC (i.e., the CC2) is kept and only the measure-
ment task for which the carrier frequency of the meas-
urement object is the target side SCC (i.e., the CC4) is
deleted, and the actions of the UE and the network side
are consistent. The target base station configures the
delta signaling of a measurement task for the UE accord-
ing to the result of the measurement task processing
above.
[0089] Fig. 14 is a structural diagram of a system for
processing a measurement task in a carrier aggregation
system according to embodiment 1 of the present disclo-
sure, as shown in Fig. 14, the system for processing the
measurement task in the carrier aggregation system ac-
cording to the disclosure includes:

a deletion unit 140 configured to delete all measure-
ment tasks related to a source Scell; or

to delete a measurement task related to an Scell in
a deleted source Scell.

[0090] Fig. 15 is a structural diagram of a system for
processing a measurement task in a carrier aggregation
system according to embodiment 2 of the present disclo-
sure, on the basis of the system shown in Fig. 14, the
system provided in this embodiment further includes a
reassignment unit 141 and a modification unit 142,
wherein
the reassignment unit 141 is configured to reassign a
source Scell to another frequency on which there is a
measurement object, the deletion unit does not delete
the measurement task related to the reassigned source
Scell; and
the modification unit 142 is configured to modify a meas-
urement object corresponding to the measurement task
related to the source Scell to a measurement object of
the reassigned frequency.
[0091] The process above in which the source Scell is
deleted includes that:

after the configuration, there is not a new Scell which
has the same frequency with the deleted source
Scell; or

there is not a carrier identity corresponding to a
source serving cell Scell.

[0092] The process in which the source Scell is reas-
signed to another frequency on which there is the meas-
urement object includes that:

the carrier identity of the source Scell is unchanged
and the frequency of the source Scell is changed.

[0093] The above modification unit 142 is further con-
figured to: when a measurement object configured by the
source base station for an UE contains the carrier fre-
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quency of a new Pcell and a measurement object related
to a measurement task is a frequency on which there is
the target Pcell, modify a corresponding measurement
object to a measurement object of the frequency on which
there is the new Pcell; and when the measurement object
corresponding to the measurement task is the frequency
on which there is the source Pcell, modify the measure-
ment object to a measurement object of the frequency
on which there is the new Pcell; otherwise, delete the
measurement task corresponding to the frequency on
which there is the source Pcell. Wherein the source Pcell
and the target Pcell are on different frequencies.
[0094] Fig. 16 is a structural diagram of a system for
processing a measurement task in a carrier aggregation
system according to embodiment 3 of the present disclo-
sure, on the basis of the system shown in Fig. 14, the
system for processing the measurement task in the car-
rier aggregation system provided in this embodiment fur-
ther includes:

a reservation unit 143 configured to keep the meas-
urement task when there is a measurement task for
which the measurement object is a carrier frequency
exclusive of the source primary carrier frequency and
the secondary carrier frequency.

[0095] Fig. 17 is a structural diagram of a system for
processing a measurement task in a carrier aggregation
system according to embodiment 4 of the present disclo-
sure, as shown in Fig. 17, the system for processing the
measurement task in the carrier aggregation system in-
cludes a deletion unit 170, a reservation unit 171 and a
modification unit 172, wherein
the deletion unit 170 is configured to delete a measure-
ment task for which the measurement object is the fre-
quency on which there is a source side Scell and/or a
target side Scell;
the reservation unit 171 is configured to: for the same
secondary carrier frequency as the frequency on which
there are the source side Scell and the target side Scell,
keep the measurement task of which the measurement
object is the same secondary carrier frequency; and
the modification unit 172 is configured to: when a fre-
quency on which there is a target Pcell is the measure-
ment object, modify the measurement object of a meas-
urement task to a measurement object of the frequency
on which there is the target Pcell for the measurement
task of which the measurement object is the carrier fre-
quency on which there is the source side Pcell, and mod-
ify the measurement object to a measurement object of
the frequency on which there is a source Pcell for the
measurement task for which the measurement object is
the carrier frequency on which there are the target Pcells;
wherein the source Pcell and the target Pcell are on dif-
ferent frequencies.
[0096] Fig. 18 is a structural diagram of a system for
processing a measurement task in a carrier aggregation
system according to embodiment 5 of the present disclo-

sure, as shown in Fig. 18, the system for processing a
measurement task in a carrier aggregation system ac-
cording to the disclosure includes:

a deletion unit 180 configured to, when a Scell is
deleted, delete a measurement task related to the
Scell, or delete a measurement task for which a
measurement object is a carrier frequency on which
there is the Scell.

[0097] It should be appreciated by those skilled in the
art that, the system for processing the measurement task
in the carrier aggregation system according to the dis-
closure is devised for the aforementioned method for
processing the measurement task in the carrier aggre-
gation system according to the disclosure, and the func-
tion of each processing unit above can be understood by
reference to related descriptions given in the aforemen-
tioned embodiments 1-7. The function of each process-
ing unit shown in the accompanying drawings can be
implemented either by a program running in a processor
or by a specific logic circuit.
[0098] All those described above are merely preferred
embodiments of the present disclosure but are not limi-
tation to the scope of the disclosure.

Claims

1. A method for processing a measurement task in a
carrier aggregation system, comprising:

deleting, by a network element, all measure-
ment tasks related to a source Secondary Cell,
Scell, during a process of reassignment/hando-
ver/reconstruction,
wherein all measurement tasks comprises: an
event A1, an event A2, and a co-frequency event
A3;
wherein the co-frequency event A3 is defined
as follows: the frequency of a measurement ob-
ject is the frequency on which there is a config-
ured component carrier, a reference cell is an
Scell or Primary Cell, Pcell, on the frequency of
a corresponding measurement object, and the
signal quality of a neighboring cell is a designat-
ed offset higher than that of the serving cell that
has the same frequency point as the neighboring
cell.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the net-
work element comprises at least one of a User Equip-
ment, UE, and a base station.

3. The method according to claim 1, further comprising:

if the source Scell is reassigned to another fre-
quency on which there is a measurement object,
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modifying the measurement object correspond-
ing to the measurement task related to the
source Scell to a measurement object of the re-
assigned frequency, instead of deleting the
measurement task related to the source Scell;
otherwise, deleting the measurement task relat-
ed to the source Scell.

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein the source
Scell is deleted in the cases that there is no new
Scell on the same frequency as a frequency on which
there is the deleted source Scell after configuration,
or there is no carrier identity corresponding to the
source Scell.

5. The method according to claim 1, wherein the source
Scell is reassigned to another frequency on which
there is a measurement object by changing the fre-
quency of the source Scell with a carrier identity of
the source Scell unchanged.

6. The method according to any one of claims 1-5, fur-
ther comprising:

when a measurement object configured by a
source base station for an UE contains a carrier
frequency of a new Primary Cell, Pcell, and the
measurement object related to the measure-
ment task is the frequency on which there is a
target Pcell, modifying a corresponding meas-
urement object to a measurement object of the
frequency on which there is a new Pcell; and if
the measurement object related to the measure-
ment task is the frequency on which there is the
source Pcell, modifying the measurement object
to a measurement object of the frequency on
which there is the new Pcell; otherwise, deleting
the measurement task corresponding to the fre-
quency on which there is the source Pcell;
wherein the source Pcell and the target Pcell are
on different frequencies.

7. The method according to claim 6, further comprising:

carrying out no processing on the measurement
tasks of the Pcell and the Scell when the source
Pcell becomes an Scell and the source Scell be-
comes a Pcell.

8. The method according to claim 1, further comprising:

keeping the measurement task when there is a
measurement task for which a measurement ob-
ject is a carrier frequency exclusive of a source
primary carrier frequency and a secondary car-
rier frequency.

9. A system for processing a measurement task in a

carrier aggregation system, comprising:

a deletion unit (140) configured to delete all
measurement tasks related to a source Second-
ary Cell, Scell, during a process of reassign-
ment/handover/reconstruction;
wherein all measurement tasks comprises: an
event A1, an event A2, and a co-frequency event
A3;
wherein the co-frequency event A3 is defined
as follows: the frequency of a measurement ob-
ject is the frequency on which there is a config-
ured component carrier, a reference cell is an
Scell or Primary Cell, Pcell, on the frequency of
a corresponding measurement object, and the
signal quality of a neighboring cell is a designat-
ed offset higher than that of the serving cell that
has the same frequency point as the neighboring
cell.

10. The system according to claim 9, the system further
comprises: a reassignment unit (141) and a modifi-
cation unit (142), wherein
the reassignment unit (141) is configured to reassign
the source Scell to another frequency on which there
is a measurement object; accordingly, the deletion
unit (140) does not delete the measurement task re-
lated to the reassigned source Scell; and
the modification unit (142) is configured to modify
the measurement object corresponding to the meas-
urement task related to the source Scell to the meas-
urement object of the reassigned frequency.

11. The system according to claim 9, comprising means
for performing a process in which the source Scell
is deleted, wherein the process comprises that:

there is not a new Scell on the same frequency
as a frequency on which there is the deleted
source Scell after the configuration; or
there is not a carrier identity corresponding to a
source secondary serving cell Scell.

12. The system according to claim 9, the system further
comprises: a reassignment unit (141), wherein the
reassignment unit (141) is configured to reasign the
source Scell to another frequency on which there is
a measurement object by changing the frequency of
the source Scell with the carrier identity of the source
Scell unchanged.

13. The system according to claim 10, wherein the mod-
ification unit (142) is further configured to: modify,
when a measurement object configured by a source
base station for an UE contains a carrier frequency
of a new Primary Cell ,Pcell, and the measurement
object related to the measurement task is a frequen-
cy on which there is a target Pcell, a corresponding
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measurement object to a measurement object of the
frequency on which there is a new Pcell; and modify
the measurement object to the measurement object
of the frequency on which there is the new Pcell when
the measurement object related to the measurement
task is the carrier frequency on which there is a
source Pcell; otherwise, delete the measurement
task corresponding to the frequency on which there
is the source Pcell; wherein the source Pcell and the
target Pcell are on different frequencies.

14. The system according to claim 9, further comprising:

a reservation unit (143) configured to keep the
measurement task when there is a measure-
ment task for which the measurement object is
a carrier frequency exclusive of a source primary
carrier frequency and a secondary carrier fre-
quency.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zur Verarbeitung einer Meßaufgabe in ei-
nem Träger-Aggregationssystem, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, daß durch ein Netzwerkelement alle
Meßaufgaben, die sich auf eine Secondary Cell,
Scell, beziehen, während eines Prozesses der Neu-
zuordnung / Übergabe / Rekonstruktion gelöscht
werden können, wobei alle Meßaufgaben folgendes
umfassen: ein Ereignis A1, ein Ereignis A2 und ein
Co-Frequenzereignis A3, wobei ferner das Co-Fre-
quenzereignis A3 wie folgt definiert wird: Die Fre-
quenz eines Meßobjektes ist die Frequenz, in der
ein gestalteter Komponententräger sich befindet, ei-
ne Bezugszelle ist eine Scell oder primäre Zelle,
Pcell, auf der Frequenz eines entsprechenden
Meßobjektes, und die Signalqualität einer benach-
barten Zelle ist ein festgelegtes Ausmaß höher als
diejenige der verwendeten Zelle, die denselben Fre-
quenzwert hat wie die benachbarte Zelle.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, daß das Netzwerkelement wenigstens ei-
nes der folgenden Elemente aufweist, nämlich eine
Benutzerausstattung, UE, und eine Basisstation.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, daß dann, wenn die Quellen-Scell wieder
einer anderen Frequenz zugeordnet wird, auf der
sich ein Meßobjekt befindet, die Modifizierung des
Meßobjektes der Meßaufgabe entspricht, welche
sich auf die Quellen-Scell für ein Meßobjekt der wie-
der zugeordneten Frequenz bezieht, anstatt die
Meßaufgabe wegzulassen, die die Quellen-Scell be-
trifft; im übrigen die Meßaufgabe, die sich auf die
Quellen-Scell bezieht, zu löschen.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, daß die Quellen-Scell in den Fällen ge-
löscht wird, in denen keine neue Scell auf derselben
Frequenz wie die Frequenz vorhanden ist, auf der
sich die gelöschte Quellen-Scell nach der Gestal-
tung befindet, oder keine Trägeridentität entspre-
chend der Quellen-Scell herrscht.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, daß die Quellen-Scell einer anderen Fre-
quenz wieder zugeordnet wird, auf der sich ein
Meßobjekt befindet, und zwar durch Verändern der
Frequenz der Quellen-Scell mit einer Trägeridentität
der nicht geänderten Quellen-Scell.

6. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 5, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, daß dann, wenn ein
Meßobjekt, das durch eine Quellenbasisstation für
ein UE gestaltet ist, eine Trägerfrequenz einer neuen
Primärzelle, Pcell, enthält, und das Meßobjekt, das
sich auf die Meßaufgabe bezieht, die Frequenz ist,
auf der sich die Ziel-Pcell befindet, ein entsprechen-
des Meßobjekt in ein Meßobjekt der Frequenz mo-
difiziert wird, auf der sich eine neue Pcell befindet;
und dann, wenn das Meßobjekt, das sich auf die
Meßaufgabe bezieht, die Frequenz ist, auf der sich
die Quellen-Pcell befindet, das Meßobjekt zu einem
Meßobjekt der Frequenz modifiziert wird, auf der
sich die neue Pcell befindet; anderenfalls Löschen
der Meßaufgabe, die der Frequenz entspricht, auf
der sich die Quellen-Pcell befindet, wobei die Quel-
len-Pcell und die Ziel-Pcell sich auf verschiedenen
Frequenzen befinden.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 6, ferner gekennzeichnet
dadurch, daß keine Bearbeitung der Meßaufgaben
der Pcell und der Scell stattfindet, wenn die Quellen-
Pcell eine Scell wird und die Quellen-Scell eine Pcell
wird.

8. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, ferner dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, daß die Meßaufgabe beibehalten
wird, wenn es eine Meßaufgabe ist, für die eine Trä-
gerfrequenz existiert, ausschließlich einer Quellen-
Primär-Trägerfrequenz und einer Sekundär-Träger-
frequenz.

9. System zur Verarbeitung einer Meßaufgabe in ei-
nem Trägeraggregationssystem, gekennzeichnet
durch eine Beseitigungseinheit (140), die so gebaut
ist, daß alle Meßaufgaben, die sich auf eine Quellen
Secondary Cell, Scell, beziehen, während eines Pro-
zesses der Wiederzuordnung / Aushändigung / Re-
konstruktion gelöscht werden; wobei alle Meßaufga-
ben folgendes umfassen: ein Ereignis A1, ein Ereig-
nis A2 und ein Co-Frequenzereignis A3; und wobei
ferner das Co-Frequenzereignis A3 wie folgt defi-
niert ist: Die Frequenz eines Meßobjektes ist die Fre-
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quenz, unter der ein Komponententräger gestaltet
ist; eine Bezugszelle ist eine Scell oder Primarycell,
Pcell, bei der Frequenz eines entsprechenden
Meßobjektes, und die Signalqualität einer benach-
barten Zelle ist eine vorgegebene Abweichung hö-
her als die der Arbeitszelle, die dieselbe Frequenz
hat wie die benachbarte Zelle.

10. System nach Anspruch 9, ferner gekennzeichnet
durch eine Wiederzuordnungseinheit (141) und ei-
ne Modifizierungseinheit (142), wobei die Wiederzu-
ordnungseinheit (141) so gestaltet ist, daß die Quel-
len-Scell einer anderen Frequenz wieder zugeord-
net wird, auf der sich ein Meßobjekt befindet; dem-
zufolge löscht die Beseitigungseinheit (140) die
Meßaufgabe nicht, die sich auf die wiederzugeord-
nete Quellen-Scell bezieht; und wobei die Modifizie-
rungseinheit (142) so gestaltet ist, daß das Meßob-
jekt, das der Meßaufgabe entspricht, die sich auf die
Quellen-Scell für das Meßobjekt der wieder zuge-
ordneten Frequenz bezieht, modifiziert wird.

11. System nach Anspruch 9 mit Mitteln zur Durchfüh-
rung eines Prozesses, bei dem die Quellen-Scell ge-
löscht wird, wobei der Prozeß durch folgendes ge-
kennzeichnet ist: Es ist keine neue Scell auf dersel-
ben Frequenz vorhanden, auf der sich die gelöschte
Quellen-Scell nach der Bildung befindet, oder es gibt
keine Trägeridentität, die einer Quelle entspricht, die
der Arbeitszellen-Scell untergeordnet ist.

12. System nach Anspruch 9, dadurch gekennzeich-
net, daß das System des weiteren eine Wiederzu-
ordnungseinheit (141) aufweist, die so geartet ist,
daß die Quellen-Scell einer anderen Frequenz wie-
der zugeordnet wird, auf der sich kein Meßobjekt
befindet, und zwar durch Verändern der Frequenz
der Quellen-Scell mit der Trägeridentität der unver-
änderten Quellen-Scell.

13. System nach Anspruch 10, dadurch gekennzeich-
net, daß die Modifizierungseinheit (142) ferner so
gestaltet ist, daß dann, wenn ein Meßobjekt, das von
einer Quellenbasisstation für ein UE gestaltet ist, ei-
ne Trägerfrequenz einer neuen Primärzelle Pcell
enthält, und das Meßobjekt, das sich auf die
Meßaufgabe bezieht, eine Frequenz ist, auf der sich
eine Ziel-Pcell befindet, ein entsprechendes Meß-
objekt zu einem Meßobjekt in der Frequenz modifi-
ziert wird, auf der sich eine neue Pcell befindet, und
daß das Meßobjekt zu dem Meßobjekt der Frequenz
modifiziert wird, in der sich die neue Pcell befindet,
wenn das Meßobjekt, bezogen auf die Meßaufgabe,
die Trägerfrequenz ist, in der sich eine Quellen-Pcell
befindet; wobei anderenfalls die Meßaufgabe, die
der Frequenz entspricht, auf der sich die Quellen-
Pcell befindet, gelöscht wird, wobei die Quellen-
Pcell und die Ziel-Pcell sich auf unterschiedlichen

Frequenzen befinden.

14. System nach Anspruch 9, gekennzeichnet durch
eine Reservierungseinheit (143), die so gestaltet ist,
daß die Meßaufgabe beibehalten wird, wenn es sich
um eine Meßaufgabe handelt, für die das Meßobjekt
eine Trägerfrequenz ausschließlich für eine Quel-
lenprimär-Trägerfrequenz und eine Sekundär-Trä-
gerfrequenz ist.

Revendications

1. Procédé pour traiter une tâche de mesure dans un
système d’agrégation de porteuses, comprenant :

la suppression, par un élément de réseau, de
toutes les tâches de mesure liées à une Cellule
Secondaire, Scell, source, au cours d’un pro-
cessus de réaffectation/transfert/reconstruc-
tion,
dans lequel toutes les tâches de mesure
comprennent : un événement A1, un événe-
ment A2, et un événement de co-fréquence A3 ;
dans lequel l’événement de co-fréquence A3 est
défini comme suit : la fréquence d’un objet de
mesure est la fréquence sur laquelle il y a une
porteuse composante configurée, une cellule de
référence est une Scell ou une Cellule Primaire,
Pcell, sur la fréquence d’un objet de mesure cor-
respondant, et la qualité de signal d’une cellule
voisine est un décalage désigné supérieur à ce-
lui de la cellule de desserte qui a le même point
de fréquence que la cellule voisine.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel l’élé-
ment de réseau comprend au moins un d’un Equi-
pement d’Utilisateur, UE, et d’une station de base.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1, comprenant en
outre :

si la Scell source est réaffectée à une autre fré-
quence sur laquelle il y a un objet de mesure, la
modification de l’objet de mesure correspondant
à la tâche de mesure liée à la Scell source en
un objet de mesure de la fréquence réaffectée,
au lieu de la suppression de la tâche de mesure
liée à la Scell source ;
sinon, la suppression de la tâche de mesure liée
à la Scell source.

4. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la
Scell source est supprimée dans les cas où il n’y a
pas de nouvelle Scell sur la même fréquence qu’une
fréquence sur laquelle il y a la Scell source suppri-
mée après configuration, ou il n’y a pas d’identité de
porteuse correspondant à la Scell source.
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5. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la
Scell source est réaffectée à une autre fréquence
sur laquelle il y a un objet de mesure en changeant
la fréquence de la Scell source avec une identité de
porteuse de la Scell source inchangée.

6. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
1 à 5, comprenant en outre :

lorsqu’un objet de mesure configuré par une sta-
tion de base source pour un UE contient une
fréquence porteuse d’une nouvelle Cellule Pri-
maire, Pcell, et l’objet de mesure lié à la tâche
de mesure est la fréquence sur laquelle il y a
une Pcell cible, la modification d’un objet de me-
sure correspondant en un objet de mesure de
la fréquence sur laquelle il y a une nouvelle
Pcell ; et si l’objet de mesure lié à la tâche de
mesure est la fréquence sur laquelle il y a la
Pcell source, la modification de l’objet de mesu-
re en un objet de mesure de la fréquence sur
laquelle il y a la nouvelle Pcell ; sinon, la sup-
pression de la tâche de mesure correspondant
à la fréquence sur laquelle il y a la Pcell source ;
dans lequel la Pcell source et la Pcell cible sont
sur des fréquences différentes.

7. Procédé selon la revendication 6, comprenant en
outre :

l’exécution d’aucun traitement sur les tâches de
mesure de la Pcell et de la Scell lorsque la Pcell
source devient une Scell et la Scell source de-
vient une Pcell.

8. Procédé selon la revendication 1, comprenant en
outre :

le fait de garder la tâche de mesure lorsqu’il y a
une tâche de mesure pour laquelle un objet de
mesure est une fréquence porteuse excluant
une fréquence porteuse primaire source et une
fréquence porteuse secondaire.

9. Système pour traiter une tâche de mesure dans un
système d’agrégation de porteuses, comprenant :

une unité de suppression (140) configurée pour
supprimer toutes les tâches de mesure liées à
une Cellule Secondaire, Scell, source, au cours
d’un processus de
réaffectation/transfert/reconstruction ;
dans lequel toutes les tâches de mesure
comprennent : un événement A1, un événe-
ment A2, et un événement de co-fréquence A3 ;
dans lequel l’événement de co-fréquence A3 est
défini comme suit : la fréquence d’un objet de
mesure est la fréquence sur laquelle il y a une

porteuse composante configurée, une cellule de
référence est une Scell ou une Cellule Primaire,
Pcell, sur la fréquence d’un objet de mesure cor-
respondant, et la qualité de signal d’une cellule
voisine est un décalage désigné supérieur à ce-
lui de la cellule de desserte qui a le même point
de fréquence que la cellule voisine.

10. Système selon la revendication 9, le système com-
prend en outre : une unité de réaffectation (141) et
une unité de modification (142), dans lequel
l’unité de réaffectation (141) est configurée pour
réaffecter la Scell source à une autre fréquence sur
laquelle il y a un objet de mesure ; en conséquence,
l’unité de suppression (140) ne supprime pas la tâ-
che de mesure liée à la Scell source réaffectée ; et
l’unité de modification (142) est configurée pour mo-
difier l’objet de mesure correspondant à la tâche de
mesure liée à la Scell source en l’objet de mesure
de la fréquence réaffectée.

11. Système selon la revendication 9, comprenant des
moyens pour effectuer un processus dans lequel la
Scell source est supprimée, dans lequel le proces-
sus comprend que :

il n’y a pas de nouvelle Scell sur la même fré-
quence qu’une fréquence sur laquelle il y a la
Scell source supprimée après la configuration ;
ou
il n’y a pas d’identité de porteuse correspondant
à une Scell de cellule de desserte secondaire
source.

12. Système selon la revendication 9, le système com-
prend en outre : une unité de réaffectation (141),
dans lequel l’unité de réaffectation (141) est confi-
gurée pour réaffecter la Scell source à une autre
fréquence sur laquelle il y a un objet de mesure en
changeant la fréquence de la Scell source avec
l’identité de porteuse de la Scell source inchangée.

13. Système selon la revendication 10, dans lequel l’uni-
té de modification (142) est en outre configurée
pour : modifier, lorsqu’un objet de mesure configuré
par une station de base source pour un UE contient
une fréquence porteuse d’une nouvelle Cellule Pri-
maire, Pcell, et l’objet de mesure lié à la tâche de
mesure est une fréquence sur laquelle il y a une Pcell
cible, un objet de mesure correspondant en un objet
de mesure de la fréquence sur laquelle il y a une
nouvelle Pcell ; et modifier l’objet de mesure en l’ob-
jet de mesure de la fréquence sur laquelle il y a la
nouvelle Pcell lorsque l’objet de mesure lié à la tâche
de mesure est la fréquence porteuse sur laquelle il
y a une Pcell source ; sinon, supprimer la tâche de
mesure correspondant à la fréquence sur laquelle il
y a la Pcell source ; dans lequel la Pcell source et la
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Pcell cible sont sur des fréquences différentes.

14. Système selon la revendication 9, comprenant en
outre :

une unité de réservation (143) configurée pour
garder la tâche de mesure lorsqu’il y a une tâche
de mesure pour laquelle l’objet de mesure est
une fréquence porteuse excluant une fréquence
porteuse primaire source et une fréquence por-
teuse secondaire.
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